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Abstract
As consumers, we all are targeted ads that fill almost every time of our lives. Ad indeed
have entered all parts of our lives. Women are seen as advertising goals and potential
consumers for a variety of products. Ad utilizing psychological aspects of women to
make them easily persuaded seduction of advertising. Women are more seen as a set of
objects that will be affected. Potential as an advertising medium that is able to read
ideological communities and identified as a form of mass communication needs to be
given with the aim of persuasive often only be read as a mere seducer. How women,
advertising and consumptive  behavior?
Keywords: woman, advertising, consumptive

Introduction
As consumers, we all are targeted ads that fill almost every time of our

lives. Ad indeed have entered all parts of our lives. From minute to minute, from

waking up in the morning until bedtime, advertising always chasing us. Radio and

the morning paper, the edges of the edges and intersections, work space and a

television at home crammed with advertisements of various products. Perhaps

even without us knowing it, we have become a medium of advertising via pen we

wear, t-shirts we wear, From the standpoint of a manufacturer as advertisers,

advertising is one of the effective media campaign. By advertising is expected to

increase the quantity of sales which in itself will boost the company's profits. With

those reasons it is natural that the company did not hesitate to spend large

amounts of funding for this ad.

On the other hand, society as consumers sometimes feel persuaded by the

lure of the benefits, the advantages of a product compared to other products.

Consumers lulled engaging ads, demonstrative, even sometimes seem

provocative. Lulled consumers to buy products advertised prominently through

various media, especially television. The television media does have advantages

in terms of audio-visual than other media, so it has a high level of effectiveness.

Coupled with the principle ilan always act (Action) repeatedly (Redudance),
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Almost every day we saw the advertisement of products that are always Endeavor

to persuade potential customers. with the principle of redudance this, consumers

will easily remember about a product through jingles namely a short song or

music that accompanies an advertising message.

Not easy to answer whether advertising can lead to consumer behavior

among potential consumers. Ad is basically information about a product. By

looking at the definition of the beginning of the ad, in fact in the beginning "only"

information about a product, so simple. Information is something that could

eliminate uncertainty, in this case is the uncertainty about a products required

prospective customers. Without having the information, the consumer will have

difficulty in meeting their needs. In the perspective of functionalism, as stated

Jorge Reina Schement (Encyclopedia of Communications and Information, Vol.1,

2002), advertising has three main functions:

 Identification function which means the ability to distinguish advertising

of a product that has a personality identity compared to other products.

 Function information means of communicating information about a

particular product and its various attributes.

 Function persuasion meant to encourage consumers to try new products

and convince meeka to use the product again.

However, in the subsequent development, advertising is growing not just info

about a product, but it leads to persuasion by various manufacturers promise to

prospective customers. Through advertising we entertained at once persuaded to

switch to products of a particular brand. If the audience then decides to buy (or

reject) the advertised product, actually can not be separated from the ability of

advertising persuasion.

Women as Consumers

Shopping is a word often used in everyday life in the context of the

economy, both in the corporate world as well as in the household. However, this

word has evolved means that as a reflection of lifestyle and leisure in particular

economic class society. Shopping also has a special meaning for women.
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For producers, women are one of the potential market. This is due to

several reasons, among others, women are the regulator of the financial allocation

everyday household. In addition, women are usually easily persuaded seduction of

advertising, like the bandwagon, unrealistic and likely to extravagant in spending

money. From the number of research results there are differences in consumption

patterns between women and men. There is also a trait that differs between male

in buying behavior. The differences are:
Man Woman
1. Easily influenced persuasion seller 1. More interested in color and shape, not

a technical one and usefulness
2. Often deceived because impatient in selecting
the goods

2. Not easily washed persuasion seller

3. Have an unpleasant feeling if not buying
anything after entering stores

Enjoys romantic things than objective

4. Less enjoy shopping activities so often rush
to make a decision to buy

4. Fast feel the atmosphere stores

5. Happy to do shopping activities,
although only perform activities "Window
shopping" or to see it but not buy.

In business apply a provision that describes the rights of the producer /

seller and the buyer or consumer. Tert rightsebut called traditional rights (Rhenald

Kasali, 1995). As for the traditional rights of the consumer are as follows:

 The right to buy the goods offered to him

 The right to a safe product

 The right to obtain appropriate product previously stated by the

manufacturer.

Consumer rights are still undervalued. If we analyze the strength of the social

movements, the consumer is a great strength. Unfortunately, although the

numbers are big and strong but disorganized. The map of this power, women are

the largest consumer group.

Representation of Women in the Media: Have Objective?

As potential prospects, women have a central role in decision-making

(buy) the product advertised in the mass media .. The question now is objectively

Have women represented in the mass media, especially television. To answer

these questions, let us look at the role of television in conveying the representation

of women through advertisements. Why through advertising? According to Tony
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Schwarz, an observer of gender, ideological advertising has the power to evoke a

response that does not realize the community. This opinion is identical with the

view of Michel Foucault The History of Sexuality who assured readers that the

power of discursive gender-strength exist at institutions which have ideological

power. In the post-industrial culture, mass media institutions including the

ideological bekekuatan. Meanwhile, gender experts believe the key constructs of

gender as it appears in the discourse of the mass media including television

culture, including advertising. There are other things that are not recognized by

the television audience that is global capitalism based on mass consumerism relies

heavily on the representation of gender and sexuality unequal for women, and

allowed to continue to happen on television. In fact we have been trapped in the

various images and myths about gender and sekssualitas, and through imagery and

myth that we are forced to think and act in line with it such as to change our

physical appearance to the image and myth. All that could trigger consumer

behavior.

A fact that is difficult to deny that gender is an important variable in

influencing consumers. The proof most advertisers targeting women as primary

consumer products. In those ads, image formed often associate with the domestic

roles of women with frills message that women are synonymous with beautiful

appearance and fragrance-scented explicitly aimed enjoyed by men. Gender

representation in advertising as it helped contribute to strengthening the public's

perception of the division of labor by gender is "natural" and the concept of a

beautiful woman. The poor representation of women can be easily found in most

advertisements, soap operas, films in Indonesia. Universally, patriarchal

worldview still dominates the mass media. This is due to socio-cultural

construction which he rested both Western and Eastern media is a product of the

society in view pariarkhis still enforced.

Advertisement In Different Perspective

Advertiser perspective

Advertisers are those who have the budget for an advertising campaign to

support the marketing program. Advertisers may be private companies,
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cooperatives, government, or public whether they are for profit or not to use the

media to achieve the company's goals. The measures taken are an investment

decision by purchasing a "space" and "time" on a variety of media such as

television, radio, newspapers, magazines. Advertisers reach the destination by

using the media.

The greatest benefit of advertising is to bring the message to be conveyed

by the producer to the consumer. Although it requires a nominal fee that is very

large, for advertisers to take advantage of the creativity in the world of

advertising, the right advertising strategy can be inexpensive. Advertising costs

developing countries are generally considered expensive due to various reasons. A

limited range and the low purchasing power of the media in the majority of

communities caused advertising costs to be expensive. Nevertheless, the

promotion through advertising in the mass media is still considered to be more

economical. The economic value of advertising is dependent on a range of media

used and the characteristics of the target audience. For producers, advertising is a

profitable investment. It may not have a direct impact on profits, but because it is

repeated (redudance) to avoid the "break up" with potential consumers, so ads are

more invested in the minds of consumers. Ads are also a part of the cost of

distribution and the total marketing budget. Pentinnya with the same ad

distribution costs, so it is an investment to generate profit.

Media perspective

Advertising is the main income for the institution media, especially private

television station. The mass media is synonymous with big capital, the use of

technology and advanced technology products (High tech) managed with modern

management and by trained professionals. Television as a media institution is an

industry that must live by the market mechanism. What is meant here is the

audience plus market interest advertisers is the advertisers are informing their

products to specific audience segments as much as possible and the television is

seen as a medium of eligible.

Any TV programs, home ratingHer height will automatically invite

advertisers. Media interest is to sell "space" and "time" in the media for the
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benefit of information dissemination products. Sales of media space and time is a

source of major live media institutions. In this case there was clear mutualism

symbiotic relationship between advertisers and media to provide benefits to the

audience as "Target audience" they.

Consumer perspective

There are several benefits of advertising to consumers:

 Ad expand alternative for consumers. With the ad, the consumer can

find out the range of products which in turn creates their choice.

 Ads generate confidence for consumers. There perumamaan "do not

know, it was saying". For example, the ads that are dashing to appear

before the public with big size and beautiful certainly cause high

confidence that the company is bona fide and product quality.

 Ads make people know, remember and believe.

Besides providing the benefits of advertising also cause negative impacts.

Because of the lack of understanding of the marketing function is more long-term

marketing raised a lot of abuse with actions that stem from the use of advertising.

For example, the ad makes teens start smoking, mothers replace breast milk with

formula. Most ads used consumer goods manufacturers and their advertising is

emotional, emotional meaning is stimulated consumers to buy. For some specific

community groups, advertising can easily stimulate consumption patterns.

Without considering purchasing power and financial situation, people will quickly

decide to buy goods that may be less or not needed.

Indeed, there are some negative impressions about the ad, as revealed by

Sri Urip of PT Unilever (Rhenald Kasali; 1995), namely:

 Ads make people buy things that are not needed. Consumers often buy

goods that may be less necessary only because the ad persuaded.

 Ad resulted in goods being expensive. Because it requires funding,

there is an assumption that advertising adds to the price, although in

some cases the opposite is true. Ads can actually lower the price, for

example, which used to be expensive electronic goods, after

advertising and mass produced the price drops dramatically.
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 A good ad will create a low-quality goods can be sold. It is not

appropriate, because so try not quality goods, consumers will not buy

it again.

 Ad is a waste. Ad actually add to the competition to produce high

quality products effectively.

Consumptive and Consumerism

In the English-Indonesian dictionary contemporary (Peter Salim; 1996) the

meaning of consumerism (Consumerism) is a way to protect the public by

providing them on goods of poor quality, it is not safe to use and so on. While the

meaning of the word consumptive (Consumptive) is wasteful. Said consumer (as

an adjective, the suffix -if) is often synonymous with the word consumerism. In

fact the word consumerism refers to everything related to the consumer, the

consumer is being more explaining fatherly desire to consume goods that are

actually less necessary to excess. Consumptive usually used to refer to the

behavior of consumers who take advantage of the value of money is greater than

the value of production for goods and services that are not a necessity. For

example, people with an income of 500 thousand. He spent 400 thousand to meet

basic needs. Remaining 100 thousand used to buy shoes because the shoes work

was faulty. In this case the person can not be said to behave consumptive.

In the discourse of social movements, activists Anwar clauses world

consumer movement argued that the meaning of the word consumerism is a

consumer movement (Consumer movement) namely protection movement that

questioned the impact of that activity for the consumer market. The consumer

movement is to fight for a balanced position between consumers, businesses

(manufacturer) and the state. And the people who are working or actively fight for

the consumer movement called "consumerists". The meaning of the word is the

consumptive behavior of consumers who consume the goods / services in excess,

which put the wants rather than needs and there are no priorities. By knowing the

two meanings of the word, it should be encouraged consumerism and

consumption should be shunned.
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Women and Consumptive Culture

Consumer behavior, among others, fueled by advertising. Ads in many

respects has made women tend to behave consumptive. Ads also urges that

women consuming goods / services not only based on the wishes and needs as

well as the price is not rational. Material culture and the lack of a sense of

solidarity consumers must be avoided.

In the global arena women's movement female consumers have a strategic

role. It is women who played a major role in determining which goods or services

are consumed with rational reasons. It is women who can influence the market,

which can decide whether to buy or not the goods / services offered.

One important sign of a culture of consumption is the rapid increase in

consumer demand, which is associated with certain characteristics. These

characteristics is the availability of a large number of goods of various kinds

which has steadily increased, the tendency of the increase of exchange

possibilities and human interaction with the market; expansion of the shopping to

spend leisure time, increase your spending activity forms, their political

organizations by and for consumers; consumption growth of sports and leisure

activities, the growth areas of purchase and consumption; the growing importance

of packaging and promotion in the making, the attack ads in daily life, increased

emphasis on style, model and appearance of the goods; manipulation of space and

time to promote products, the emergence of a series of crimes consumer. In

addition, wishful thinking, aspirations, hopes and feelings to be able to participate

in a consumer lifestyle, although can not be realized ditingkatan practices, such as

low income, it is also a sign of consumer culture.

Consumer culture many of the criticisms that reveal the implications and

negative effects that it carries. Here can be mentioned four examples, first there

are critics who claim that the irrationality of promoting the culture of

consumption, where people buy things based only on desire, not necessity.

Second, there are critics who claim that a culture of consumption to control the

thoughts, actions, and human communication, cause addiction to the goods. Third

there are critics who claim that a culture of consumption in the "Third World"

resulting in "high cost economy". Fourth there are critics who say that the culture
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of consumption lead to individualization, where life and public affairs

individualized.

Advertising presence is often associated with consumer culture.

Commercial advertising itself is a mass communication media which aims to

persuade potential consumers to buy the products offered. Some studies reveal

that there is a relationship between the level of advertising exposure watch or with

the onset of stimulation buying interest. The desire to try, replace or have the

products, fantasy buyers, properties like snacks to children, like eating fast food,

forced to buy a product, chase"Discount" products and the emergence of even just

based decisions not based on the desire and need for products advertised (inon

Beydha and Rusni 2000, the research team of Institute for Research

univ.Padjadjaran, 1996, a team of Research Center / Women's Studies Research

Institute of the University of Airlangga, 1995)

Conclussion

In the ad most used strategy is to use imaging-imaging that operate in

ways that sometimes depends on the intended market segment. Inducements are

then worked in human consciousness for a long time to be able to create an

impact. Persuasion is successful because it is often in accordance with human

needs. Advertising audience or readers, including women, to be influenced by the

environment, socio-cultural background, and their subjective factors such as the

needs, objectives, expectations, and others participate actively in constructing the

meaning of the ad.

Individual attitudes shaped by the information reaches it, meaning that a

person's attitude toward the brand or specific product can be formed through

advertising. Advertising is a form of non personal communication between the

producers and potential consumers are conveyed through the media paid for by

sponsors which aims to persuade people to buy the products offered.

With all its attributes, the ultimate goal of advertising is the growing

positive attitude towards a particular brand. This attitude will enable new needs or

desires of someone with advertising exposure. This attitude makes people feel

dissatisfied if the section does not already own. Someone who acts in the form of
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a purchase of goods or services may be classed as rational tanpapertimbangan

consumptive people, and actions are called consumer behavior.
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